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Introduction
Sound waves propagating in fluids (air, water, etc.) are 
a ubiquitous part of our everyday lives, from commu-
nication through speech to learning in classrooms to 
communicating underwater. The propagation of acous-
tic waves in these environments is well-understood and 
documented in the comprehensive history given in the 
book by Allan Pierce (2019). For example, one may wish 
to know the acoustic pressure field in a large expanse of 
water under the surface of the ocean (Duda et al., 2019), 
the sound field at every location and time in a large con-
cert hall (Hochgraf, 2019), or the structural response 
of aerospace structures to high-intensity acoustic fields 
that are experienced in-flight (e.g., the Orion capsule 
in Figure 1, left). Unfortunately, when the geometry, 
boundary conditions, and/or given spatial distributions 
of material properties of the fluid are complex, the gov-
erning wave equations do not typically lend themselves to 
an analytic solution. The same holds true for wave equa-
tions in other areas of physics such as electromagnetism 
and optics. In these scenarios, numerical solution of the 
wave equations can be a powerful tool for computing the 

acoustic quantities of interest because otherwise there is 
no other means of obtaining this information.

Computational acoustics (CA) has emerged as a subdisci-
pline of acoustics, concerned with combining mathematical 
modeling and numerical solution algorithms to approxi-
mate acoustic fields with computer-based models and 
simulation. Using CA, acoustic propagation is math-
ematically modeled via the wave equation, a continuous 
partial differential equation that admits wave solutions. 
The numerical methods of CA are focused on taking the 
continuous equations from calculus and turning them into 
discrete linear algebraic calculations, which are amenable 
to solution on digital computers. In the case of a concert 
hall or underwater domain with complex geometries that 
are not amenable to an analytic solution, CA would enable 
an acoustics engineer to compute a numerical solution to 
the wave equation to help the engineering design process. 
Some of the more popular of these methods are finite dif-
ference, finite volume, spectral element, boundary element, 
and finite-element methods (FEMs). Although each of the 
numerical strategies for solution of the acoustics equations 
has its own niche applications and advantages/disadvan-
tages, in this article, we focus on the FEM and its application 
on modern high-performance computing platforms. 

Example: Solving the Helmholtz Equation
As an illustration, one can consider the continuous and 
discrete versions of the acoustic Helmholtz equation for 
steady-state wave propagation in fluids. In the continu-
ous form, when body loads are neglected, one has

(1) Δp+k2 p = 0  

where p = p(x, y, z) is the acoustic steady-state pressure as a 
function of position and k = ω/c is the wave number. Apply-
ing one’s favorite numerical method to solve Helmholtz’s 

Figure 1. The Orion (left) is the new NASA spacecraft 
for astronauts to revisit the moon by 2024. Ground-based 
testing of the capsule can be modeled via the finite-element 
method (FEM). A FEM discretization of the acoustic 
domain surrounding the Orion (right) illustrates the domain 
discretization method. See text for discussion.
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equation (along with the associated boundary conditions) 
numerically yields a discrete set of n linear equations 

(2) A p = F   

where A is an n × n matrix that contains a discrete rep-
resentation of the continuous Helmholtz equation, p is 
a vector of unknown discrete acoustic pressures at the 
nodes of the discretized model, and F is an n × 1 vector 
containing information about boundary conditions and 
energy/load sources for the acoustics problem at hand. 
For completeness, we note that in the case of boundary 
element methods, one would start with the Helmholtz 
integral equation instead of the differential form given in 
Eq. 1. The details are omitted here for brevity.

High-Performance Computing for Acoustics
In high-performance computing (HPC) for acoustics, a 
challenge is to solve equations in the form of Eq. 2 when 
the number of unknowns (n) becomes too large for a 
single computer. Modern HPC platforms and the cor-
responding software for domain decomposition and 
parallel communication are revolutionizing the numeri-
cal solution of acoustic wave equations. This is enabling 
the solution of practical engineering problems in acous-
tics such as airborne acoustic propagation (Hart et al., 
2016), sonar applications, and aeroacoustic noise miti-
gation that were not possible using previous generations 
of computers. The enabling HPC technology allows one 
to resolve acoustic wave propagation in ever-increasing 
domain sizes (or, equivalently, ever-increasing frequency 
ranges, e.g., megahertz) of interest for the wave propa-
gation. The number of discrete equations to be solved 
increases with the frequency range and domain size. 
Eventually, the growing number of degrees of freedom 
and corresponding matrix storage requirements preclude 
the solution of the problem on one’s laptop or desktop as 
memory resources in the computer are exceeded. 

Modern HPC platforms, based on either distributed cen-
tral processing units (CPUs) and/or graphics processing 
units (GPUs), are built to optimize the use of memory 
resources on the largest problems in computational 
physics. In the case of acoustics, as the frequency range 
and/or domain size increases and the required in-core 
memory [aka random-access memory (RAM) for storing 
bits of information] resources correspondingly increase, 
an acoustics researcher can, in principle, simply employ 

larger numbers of CPUs and/or GPUs on computing 
clusters to enable the numerical solution. Modern HPC 
clusters deployed by the US Department of Defense 
(DOD) and Department of Energy (DOE) laboratories 
have access to tens of thousands of CPUs/GPUs, each 
with substantial in-core memory resources. The prob-
lem then becomes how to tailor the numerical method 
of interest so that it can be applied in these novel, distrib-
uted memory and architectural computing environments. 

Because a wide range of acoustics applications encoun-
ter large-domain sizes and/or high frequencies of interest, 
the ability to numerically solve the acoustics equations 
in a scalable way is of broad interest across the field of 
acoustics engineering. Large-domain sizes present them-
selves in underwater acoustics (Duda et al., 2019), waves 
in atmospheric propagation scenarios (Hart et al., 2016), 
aeroacoustics for airborne structures, architectural 
acoustics in large concert halls, and large-scale acoustic 
chambers for testing aerospace structures (Schultz et al., 
2015), to name a few. In these applications, the large size 
of area where the acoustic solution is desired translates 
to large matrices for the numerical solution and hence 
the need for HPC. Equivalently, applications with high 
frequencies present precisely the same computational chal-
lenges as large-domain sizes because in both cases the large 
number of wavelengths to be resolved requires more and 
more discrete elements and/or nodes to resolve the wave 
propagation. Ultrasound applications (Suslick, 2019) are 
an example where, due to the high frequencies and hence 
small wavelengths, numerical methods require large num-
bers of degrees of freedom for the solution. HPC has the 
potential to enable the solution of these and other acous-
tics problems across a variety of engineering disciplines. 

In many acoustics applications, the FEM is an attractive 
numerical strategy. Some advantages of the method include

• The ability to construct unstructured, body-fitted 
meshes that capture curved interfaces between com-
plex fluid/structural domains; 

• Sparse systems (i.e., matrices wherein most entries 
are zeros) of algebraic equations that, when combined 
with a FEM of an elastic structure, render a coupled 
system of equations that is still sparse;

• The ability to solve either linear and/or nonlinear 
acoustic wave equations; and

• The ability to easily handle spatially varying material 
properties (e.g., capturing the speed of sound and 
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density that vary with vertical position in underwater 
or atmospheric acoustics). 

By contrast, finite-difference approaches employ a struc-
tured grid that cannot easily capture curved interfaces. 
Boundary element methods present a dense linear system 
of equations, which makes coupling with finite-element-
based structural models challenging because the latter 
present a sparse system of equations. In fairness, these 
alternative methods also have their own advantages over 
FEMs in certain applications. However, a common theme 
is the emergence of HPC resources and the benefits that 
are being presented to any numerical approach for solv-
ing acoustic problems. 

Finite-Element Method
The FEM has been widely used as a tool for solving the 
acoustic wave equation. One of the earliest references is 
from Gladwell (1965), quickly followed by several follow-
on efforts (Craggs, 1971). Additional references involving 
the coupling of an acoustic fluid with a structure fol-
lowed in the late 1960s and early 1970s (Zienkiewicz 
and Newton, 1969; Craggs, 1972). More recent surveys 
on FEMs for acoustics and structural acoustics provide 
comprehensive technical reviews on the application of 
FEMs for solving acoustics problems (Atalla et al., 2017).

Finite-element technology solves partial differential equa-
tions (PDEs) by turning them into linear algebra. The 
FEM discretizes the physical domain of a problem into 
a finite number of elements. This discretization process 
is illustrated in Figure 1, right, for the Orion space cap-
sule. In this case, the goal is to understand the structural 
response of the Orion capsule to high-intensity acoustic 
excitation as would be experienced in flight. The continu-
ous physical domain (box) containing the Orion space 
capsule in Figure 1, left, is subdivided into a collection of 
elements in Figure 1, right. The solution is approximated 
by a polynomial with unknown coefficients, defined 
locally on each element, and is substituted into a suit-
able integral representation of the PDE. The result of this 
approximation methodology is a linear system of equa-
tions to be solved for the polynomial coefficients. Each 
of these unknowns is referred to as a degree of freedom. 

Getting Around Moore’s Law
Gordon Moore (1965) observed that the speed of a com-
puter processor doubles about every two years. This 

became known as Moore’s law and served as a target 
for computer chip manufacturers for several decades. 
During the reign of Moore’s law from 1975 to 2012, larger 
computational problems could be solved by waiting for 
a faster processor to be produced. However, Moore’s law 
could not reign forever because the physical limits of 
the microelectronics prevented such perpetual growth. 
Rather than wait for a faster processor, it became neces-
sary to use many processors working together to solve 
larger problems; thus parallel computing is born.

The Advent of Parallel Computing
The early work in parallel computing for acoustics started 
in the 1990s and consisted of using many CPUs to solve 
a given problem. In the case of a finite-element solution 
of the wave equation, the approach was a divide-and-
conquer strategy (aka domain decomposition), where the 
individual finite elements were evenly distributed across 
the CPUs and the solution of the global set of algebraic 
equations would be accomplished by many CPUs work-
ing in parallel. With the continued demise of Moore’s 
law, manufacturers are now producing GPU-based com-
puting platforms. A single GPU can have thousands of 
processor cores compared with tens of CPU cores per 
computational node. Seymour Cray, the father of super-
computing, once remarked, “If you were plowing a field, 
which would you rather use: two strong oxen or 1024 
chickens?” (Cray, 2020). This antiquated quote reflects 
the opinion that it would be more advantageous to have 
one fast processor rather than restructuring work to be 
accomplished in a massively parallel fashion. Modern 
HPC is finding a way to harness the power of the chickens 
when the oxen are unavailable. Heterogeneous comput-
ing environments, where CPUs, GPUs, and possibly other 
processors coexist on a single piece of hardware are the 
future of scientific computing. 

Key points for the parallelism of work are synchroniza-
tion and independence. Tasks to be executed in parallel 
need to be independent from each other so that it does not 
matter which one gets completed first. Synchronization 
points in an algorithm provide a waiting point where all 
parallel tasks can meet up and exchange any information 
that might be needed for future work. Current models for 
heterogeneous computing rely on CPUs to organize and 
divide tasks to be parallel processed on the GPU. Hard-
ware configurations dictate that multiple CPUs must be 
able to execute tasks simultaneously on a single GPU. 

HPC FOR ACOUSTICS
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High-Performance Computing for 
Department of Energy/Department of 
Defense Applications
The emphasis on using HPC as a pillar of science and 
engineering for national security purposes can be traced 
back to 1992 when the United States passed a morato-
rium on nuclear testing. A consequence of this was the 
establishment of the Stockpile Stewardship Program 
(SSP) that was given the task of certifying the safety 
and reliability of the nuclear weapons stockpile without 
nuclear explosives testing. The Advanced Simulation 
and Computing Program (ASC) is a vital element of the 
SSP, creating the modeling and simulation capabilities 
necessary to combine theory and past experiments to 
create future engineering designs and assess aging com-
ponents in the stockpile. Sierra Mechanics is one software 
in the ASC toolset and was developed at Sandia National 
Laboratories (see sandia.gov). Within the Sierra Mechan-
ics suite, the Sierra-SD (structural dynamics) module 
includes capabilities for massively parallel acoustics and 
structural acoustics capabilities in both the time and 
frequency domains as well as eigenvalue capabilities for 
mode shape and frequency calculations (Bhardwaj et al., 
2002; Bunting, 2019). In Applications we show examples 
of the use of these capabilities to solve acoustics problems 
on some of the world’s largest supercomputers. 

High-Performance Computing
Taking advantage of modern HPC platforms for acoustics 
requires an understanding of the architectures them-
selves to develop optimal software strategies to maximize 
performance. The evolution of computing platforms in 
the past couple of decades can be illustrated by compar-
ing the top platforms in the late 1990s versus those of 
today. In 1997, the Advanced Strategic Computing Initia-
tive (ASCI) Red machine of the DOE came online with 
over 9,000 processors and 1 terabyte of total memory, 
becoming the first supercomputer in the world to achieve 
the speed of 1 teraflop (i.e., 1012 floating point operations 
per second). We can compare that with the more recent 
DOE Summit (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 2020) 
machine, which has over 200,000 CPU cores and 27,000 
GPUs. Summit has a peak performance of 200 petaflops 
(or 200,000 teraflops), currently making it the fastest 
supercomputer in the world (Top500, 2019). Cloud com-
puting, such as those offered by Google and Amazon, has 
a prohibitively slower communication time between CPU 
cores and thus are not optimal for scientific computing. 

Given this rapidly evolving hardware, navigating the last 
20 years of supercomputing changes has led to some fun-
damental changes in the way the software is structured. 

Parallel Scalability
An important concept in HPC is the notion of scalability, 
which encompasses both the size of the problem that can be 
solved and how fast the problem can be solved. The former 
is typically referred to as weak scaling, and the latter as strong 
scaling. In cases where the goal is to solve the problem very 
fast, the intent is to use HPC to achieve strong scaling. In 
other cases, the goal may be to solve very large problems 
(i.e., many degrees of freedom), in which case one wants to 
achieve weak scaling on the HPC platform.

Strong scaling is demonstrated when doubling the 
amount of processing power available for a given problem 
cuts the solution time in half. Weak scaling represents the 
ability to solve very large problems with many degrees 
of freedom. In the case of a finite-element solution, this 
would imply that the model has many nodes and/or 
elements, which is commonly the case in acoustics appli-
cations when the domain size and/or frequency range 
of interest becomes large. Weak scaling is demonstrated 
when one simultaneously increases both the problem size 
and the processing power available and is able to solve 
the same problem in the same amount of time. More 
generally, it can be stated as the ability to solve an n times 
larger problem using n times more compute processors 
in nearly constant CPU time. 

Linear Solvers
The HPC hardware described in High-Performance Comput-
ing is only useful for computational acoustics if one also has 
the software to solve Eq. 2 for large dimension n. A simple 
example of a linear system is given by the two equations 2x + y 
= 4 and x + 3y = 7, where x and y are the unknowns. In this case, 
the solution x = 1 and y = 2 can be obtained by hand. When 
the dimension n of matrix A from Eq. 2 is of moderate size 
(less than several million), sparse direct solvers (Davis, 2006) 
can be used effectively to solve for the unknowns. For larger 
problems in computational acoustics when n exceeds several 
million, however, the computational resources required by a 
direct solver quickly become prohibitive. In the case of the 
Orion capsule example described in Applications with over 
2 billion unknowns, a direct solution would take order of 
months on a hypothetical CPU processor with a peak perfor-
mance of 1 teraflop and enough memory for the computations. 

http://sandia.gov
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The predominant methods for solving linear systems with 
the large dimension n beyond the reach of direct solv-
ers are preconditioned iterative approaches (Smith et al., 
1996; Dohrmann et al., 2010). These methods solve the 
linear system in an iterative fashion rather than using a 
direct factorization. A common preconditioned iterative 
approach is based on the concept of a divide-and-con-
quer strategy where the physical domain is divided into 
disjoint partitions and each partition is handled by a 
separate CPU (Smith et al., 1996; Dohrmann and Wid-
lund, 2010). Other preconditioners based on multigrid 
are popular in other applications, wherein each partition 
is further subdivided into another level of partitions. 

Applications
Here, we present examples of applications where HPC has 
been utilized to solve acoustics problems of the form in Eq. 
2, with a large dimension n that would not be possible with 
smaller scale computing platforms. Solutions of problems 
with over 2.2 billion degrees of freedom are presented.

Underwater Acoustics for Ship Shock
One application of underwater acoustics is ship-shock 
testing. Vessels in the Navy fleet must undergo ship-shock 
tests before they are certified for service. These tests involve 
setting off large underwater explosives near the vessel of 
interest, typically around 75% of the expected failure load. 
The purpose is not to sink the vessel but to find out what 
breaks when the ship is exposed to nearby explosions (e.g., 
electronics, chairs, pipes). Such at-sea tests are extremely 
expensive and take a vessel out of the fleet for many months 
or even years. The more a ship is damaged in such a test, 
the longer it takes to return to the fleet. Computational 
modeling of a ship-shock event is one strategy to design 
components that will survive a ship-shock test. In the far 
field, the large pressures generated by explosives can be 
modeled as acoustic pressure waves impinging on the ship. 
These underwater acoustics applications exhibit large simu-
lation domains and frequency ranges of interest that result 
in many wavelengths in the domain. As such, they lend 
themselves well to solution via HPC (Moyer et al., 2016). 

Figure 2 shows slices of the acoustic pressure field 
reflected from a stiffened cylinder in a transient-coupled 
structural-acoustics simulation. Acoustic loading is due 
to an underwater explosion away from the submerged, 
air-filled structure. Rings on the surface of the cylinder 
indicate the mechanical response. The near-field fluid 

domain consists of an ellipsoidal region composed of 
tetrahedral elements with an acoustic material formula-
tion. The far-field, semi-infinite domain is approximated 
by infinite elements, which are not shown. Figure 2, 
inset, shows a typical gauge time history predicted by 
the analysis. 

Simulation of Ground-Based Acoustic Tests
Qualification tests of aerospace structures and flight 
vehicles require that the structures be subjected to 
acoustic loads that are representative of the environ-
ments that will be experienced in-flight. One way to 
achieve this, of course, is to conduct a full-scale flight 
test on the structure. The associated accelerometer and/
or pressure sensor measurements can then be used to 
assess the acoustic environment, and the resulting 
structural response. 

However, flight tests tend to be very expensive, and 
due to instrumentation and telemetry limitations, only 
limited accelerometer data are typically available from 
such tests. As a result, ground-based acoustic testing 
is a common alternative wherein the structure is sub-
jected to representative acoustic fields in an acoustic test 
chamber. Typically, high-powered speakers and other 
acoustic sources are used to generate the acoustic fields. 
The advantages of ground-based testing are that the cost 
is typically only a small fraction of that of a flight test 

Figure 2. The simulated response of a stiffened cylinder 
subject to underwater explosion is a demonstration of a 
typical Navy use of the FEM. The incident pressure wave 
excites the structure as it is reflected off the surface. Inset: 
a typical gauge time history. These results can be used to 
design structures to withstand explosive detonations in the 
surrounding medium (water). 

HPC FOR ACOUSTICS
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and, perhaps more importantly, significantly more data 
can be gathered with ground-based acquisition systems. 

The advantages of ground-based acoustic testing come 
with a challenge, however, in that one needs to engi-
neer specific acoustic fields that emulate what would be 
seen in-flight. Given the large-domain sizes and high-
frequency ranges of interest, these problems typically 
have many wavelengths in the domain, thus making 
HPC with finite elements an attractive solution strategy. 

Ground-based testing goes hand in hand with compu-
tational acoustics modeling. Figure 3A shows a typical 
experimental setup of a ground-based acoustics test at 
Sandia National Labs, and Figure 3B shows a corre-
sponding finite-element model of a representative test 
(Schultz et al., 2015). The ground-based test can tell us 
with high confidence the mechanical response from a 
certain loading environment at specific sensor locations. 
However, numerical simulations are used to test large 
numbers of different loading environments and provide 
the response at all points of a model, something impossi-
ble to do with experiments alone. These models typically 
reach sizes of hundreds of millions of finite elements. 

Example: Orion Capsule in Ground-Based 
Acoustic Test
As an example of ground-based acoustic testing, we pres-
ent a numerical model of a reverberation chamber test 
on the Orion capsule. Reverberation (reverb) chambers 
are rooms designed to produce a diffuse sound field 
around an object of interest, which is a common condi-
tion in flight environments. A diffuse sound field is an 
acoustic environment where the acoustic energy density 
is the same at all locations. By understanding structural 
response to a diffuse field, including absorption coef-
ficients and transmission loss, the structural behavior 
during launch and reentry can be characterized. 

The sound absorbability is determined by the change in 
reverb time of the test object. Acoustic excitation can be 
accomplished with a variety of different source arrange-
ments. Reverb room tests are very important for ground 
testing flight objects that will be excited to uniformly 
high random pressure loads while in use. 

To demonstrate a simulation of a reverb chamber test, we 
present a numerical simulation of a three-quarter scale 
version of the Orion capsule (crew module; National 

Figure 3. A: an engineer setting up a ground-based acoustic test of a weapon system. Instrumentation is being put into place 
in preparation for acoustic excitation to evaluate the structural response to high-amplitude acoustic fields. B: results of the 
computational acoustics simulation corresponding to the physical test in A. The simulation results provide pressure, acceleration, 
and stress values in the weapons system at every point in time in the simulation. These numerical results are used to evaluate 
the weapon response in the simulated acoustics environment. The finite-element mesh is represented by the grid, and the colors 
represent the magnitude of the acoustic pressure field at an instant in time.
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Aeronautics and Space Administration, 2019) in the 
middle of the vibroacoustic test facility (VATF) of Sandia 
National Labs (Schultz et al., 2015). We note that this is 
purely a numerical study, not an actual experimental test. 
The VATF is a rectangular box 6.58 m × 7.50 m × 9.17 m, 
making the volume ratio of capsule to room approximately 
0.1. Acoustic excitation to the 140 dB level is provided by 
a 0.1-m2 loudspeaker in the bottom corner of the room. 
It provides a sinusoidal acoustic velocity loading with an 
amplitude of 3.4 m/s and a frequency of 350 Hz. 

The accuracy of a finite-element solution is dependent on 
the size of the elements used to obtain the solution. In 
acoustics, the element size used in the mesh will limit the 
frequencies resolved. For instance, computing a sound 
field using finite elements would require the mesh size 

(3) h =    

where h is the size of the finite element, c0 is the speed of 
sound in air, fmax is the highest frequency requested, and 
λ is the number of elements per wavelength needed. Typi-
cally, for low-frequency excitation, we select λ = 10 for 
linear hexahedral elements. Fewer elements can be used 

in conjunction with high-order polynomial interpola-
tion as the basis functions that are able to approximate 
a waveform with less error, but for simplicity, we do not 
cover those details here.

The acoustic domain for this problem is the air enclosed 
by the reverb chamber and surrounding the Orion cap-
sule. Using the Sierra-SD software, a transient reverb 
simulation for over 2.2 billion unknowns was solved on 
the Serrano supercomputer using over 22,000 computing 
cores in under 8 hours! Figure 4A shows an early time 
instance of the developing acoustic pressure field on the 
Orion capsule. The sinusoidal excitation is clearly visible 
on the surface. Figure 4B illustrates the acoustic pressure 
field on the Orion and in a cutout of the chamber at the 
final time of 0.2 s. The acoustic pressure field has become 
visibly diffuse at this instant. 

Conclusions
This article has presented a discussion of modern HPC 
hardware and software advances for modeling acoustic 
problems with large numbers of degrees of freedom, which 
arise in a wide range of applications. Example applications 
in ground-based acoustics testing and underwater acous-

Figure 4. A: acoustic pressure field on NASA’s Orion capsule suspended in Sandia’s acoustic reverberation chamber at an instant early 
in time. The sound field is generated by an acoustic source in the nearest bottom corner of the room. The source generates acoustic 
waves that are visible and coherent at this early time instant (not yet diffuse). The red represents high acoustic pressure, and the 
blue is low acoustic pressure. B: diffuse acoustic pressure field on NASA’s Orion capsule after 0.2 s of simulated time. The pressure 
field from A has evolved into a diffuse field, which is needed to model the statistical behavior and structural response to a random 
input, such as launch and reentry. The distribution of this diffuse field is the desired output of a reverberation chamber experiment. 
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tics on models and corresponding linear systems with over 
2 billion degrees of freedom were demonstrated, showing 
the potential for HPC to enable acoustics solutions that 
were not previously possible. As future software and hard-
ware advances continue to evolve, one can expect HPC to 
continue to expand the range of acoustics problems that 
can be solved for realistic engineering applications. 

Although the technology has made great strides in recent 
decades, there is still significant research that is ongo-
ing and more that is required for HPC to continue to 
expand the boundaries of large-scale acoustic modeling. 
Some areas where emerging computational research is 
essential include 

• The optimal use of GPU-based architectures with 
high-order finite elements; 

• Continued development of GPU-aware multilevel 
domain decomposition and multigrid solvers for 
acoustics and structural acoustics problems;

• Advances in mesh creation for large-scale acoustics 
problems; and 

• Advances in HPC for large-scale optimization (e.g., 
design and inverse problems) problems in structural 
acoustics, wherein the solution of the acoustics equa-
tions is inside of an optimization loop. 
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